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Big sky country Contamination 
report findings 
'misinterpreted' 
Vlnce Konty, owner of the Last Dollar Ranch, looks over his 400-a- 
cre ranch from Inside a barn In Rldgway Colo. Konty and his wife. 
AP PhMo/Thonm Kcltey 
Joan, have donated one of the nation's most photographed ranches 
to American Farmland Trust, sparing it from development. 
Plan to beautify campus expedited 
Lot 13 to go back 
to nature as part 
of pedestrian mall 
crossing Ridge St. 
By Katie Simmons 
The BC News 
The University administration 
is developing plans to change a 
parking lot on campus into a gra- 
ssy area with the prospect of be- 
ing a pedestrian mall. 
At an Oct. 31 meeting, the Un- 
dergraduate Student Govern- 
ment passed a resolution stating 
that  USG  wanted  to keep  the 
parking lot in front of Eppler 
there against the plans of the 
University administration to put 
in a grassy area for students, said 
Jason Wolfe, an executive cabi- 
net member and environmental 
liaison to the USG. 
••The USG representatives and 
senators never asked their con- 
stituents about the issue and 
voiced something that not every- 
one agreed on," Wolfe said. "This 
is not an issue of parking spaces; 
everyone knows we need spaces. 
This is by some means an issue of 
life and death." 
Wolfe, an adviser of USG 
president Jennifer Mathe, ex- 
pressed concern with why USG 
would not want to preserve the 
environment rather than destroy 
it. 
"It is not every day that 
someone is trying to put the envi- 
ronment back into its place, and 
that is what administration wants 
to do, put something back rather 
than take it out," he said. 
As USG president, Mathe said 
she supports what the USG pass- 
es, including the resolution con- 
See LOTS, page four. 
By Aaron Gray 
The BG News 
Lifelong exposure to Bowling 
Green drinking water is about as 
harmful as consuming 70 percent 
of one aspirin ever the course of 
70 years, according to Dr. David 
Baker, director of the Water 
Quality Laboratory at Heidel- 
berg College in Tiffin. 
Baker recently released a re- 
port heavily criticizing the re- 
sults of the "Tap Water Blues" 
report, which named Bowling 
Green drinking water as having 
the third highest level of herbi- 
cides in the country. 
"The reality is that, in the city 
of Bowling Green, the level of 
risk would account for one addi- 
tional cancer [case] among the 
30,000 residents every 70 years," 
Baker said. 
Baker was one of four guests 
on Tuesday night's "Journal 
1994" program on WBGU-TV. 
The topic of the program was, "Is 
your drinking water safe?" 
The show's other three guests 
were: Bob Wulfhorst, pesticide 
regulation control manager for 
the Ohio Department of Agricul- 
ture; Richard Clark, political 
chairman of the Bowling Green 
chapter of the Sierra Club; and 
John Sadzewicz, chief of the Di- 
vision of Drinking and Ground 
Waters at the Ohio Environmen- 
tal Protection Agency. 
Baker said he believes the au- 
thors of the "Tap Water Blues" 
report greatly misinterpreted 
their study's data, one-third of 
which was borrowed from 
Baker's own studies at Heidel- 
berg. 
While studies have shown that 
nerbicides can cause cancer in 
animals, the amounts of herbi- 
cides present in these studies 
were millions of times higher 
than the levels in the water, 
Baker said. 
Amounts of herbicides present 
in Bowling Green water are so 
minimal that the possibility of 
additional cases of cancer result- 





One expert believes 
University students 
should not worry about 
drinking tap water. 
The amounts of herbi- 
cides present in cancer 
studies were millions of 
umes higher than the 
levels in the water. 
f A powder-acUvaied 
carbon treatment is 
Bowling Green's 
method of eliminating 
herbicide from water 
Safe sex speaker addresses Greeks 
Reward offered in 
fraternity bombing 
Public Safety 
posts money for 
information on 
attack at house 
By Jay Young 
The BG News 
A $250 reward will be given 
to anyone who can present in- 
formation leading to the arrest 
and conviction of those re- 
sponsible for the drain bomb- 
ing at the Pi Kappa Phi house 
last month. 
"We are working up a flyer 
now offering a $250 reward 
for any information that leads 
to the arrest and conviction of 
the person or persons respon- 
sible for making [the bombs]," 
said Barbara Waddell, Uni- 
versity   public   information 
officer for public safety. 
Waddell said the case is cur- 
rently under investigation, 
and University police are 
working on some leads. 
"We do have some informa- 
tion that involves some 
names," Waddell said. 
People with information in- 
volving the case can call 
372-7990 and ask for Dennis 
Ehlers. 
"They call that number If 
they're not really concerned 
about maintaining the ano- 
nymity," Waddell said. 
Those who do not want to 
give their name can call 
372-6000. Waddell said in- 
vestigators will try and ar- 
range something. 
The reward, which is being 
offered through the crime 
prevention hotline, drew a 
quiet reaction from the Pi 
Kappa Phi house. 
Lecturer focuses on STD education 
through information, not scare tactics 
Tkt BG NewiAtMi Wclt»tr 
Leslie Brecht, an educator for AIDS volunteers of Cincinnati, 
displays examples of products designed to reduce the spread of 
sexually transmitted diseases to an eager crowd In Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom Wednesday night. 
By Melissa Upowskl 
The BG News 
Members of University frater- 
nities and sororities gained an 
entirely different perspective on 
sexual activity Wednesday night 
as Leslie Brecht, women's educa- 




how to practice 
safe sex. 
"I go around 
the state of 
Ohio and show 
people how to 
put on a con- 
dom correc- 
tly," Brecht said. "My mom is so 
proud." 
Throughout the presentation, 
sponsored by Panhellenic Coun- 
cil, Brecht not only provided stu- 
dents with the latest statistics on 
the transmission and spread of 
AIDS, but she also focused on 
how students can protect them- 
selves from contracting HIV. 
Because AIDS is the sixth 
largest killer of young people 
ages 15 to 24, it is important not 
to use scare tactics to educate 
people. Rather, it is important to 
give them the most accurate in- 
formation available so they can 
make correct decisions, Brecht 
said. 
"At this stage of your lives, you 
have your entire future before 
you," she said. "If you don"t make 
an effort to keep yourself safe, 
HIV will ruin your chances." 
If students learn to use con- 
sistent precautions and they use 
them correctly, they will do a 
good job at keeping themselves 
safe, she said. 
With a variety of contracep- 
tives available on the market, 
however, it is often difficult for 
students to choose which ones 
are the most effective in block- 
ing the transmission of STDs as 
well as the ones trat have the 
least amount of strain on their 
pocketbooks, she said. 
"Just like hair care products 
come in a variety of forms, such 
as creams, gels and mousses, so 
do contraceptives," Brecht said. 
"It is important for you to know 
which ones best suit your life- 
style.'' 
In addition to using a barrier 
method of contraception, such as 
condoms, students should also 
use water-based lubricants, such 
as KY Jelly, instead of oil and 
grease lubricants like baby oil, 
petroleum jelly and shortening, 
she said. 
It is also important to use a 
spermicide such as non-oxynol 9, 
she said. 
Brecht also recommended stu- 
dents consider the newer prod- 
ucts on the market, such as the 
female condom, vaginal con- 
traceptive film and contracep- 
tive foam. 
See AIDS, page four. 
Mostly cloudy in the morning 
with a 30 percent chance of light 
rain. Decreasing clouds during 
the afternoon. High in the lower 
50s. 
Editorial 
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Grassy area should 
replace parking lot 
The squirrels have a chance to expand their liv- 
ing quarters to Lot 13, which was used for park- 
ing before construction began on the Eppler Com- 
plex a year and a half ago. 
Since then, the 42 parking spaces have been idle, 
and no one has been bothered too much. After all, 
when you're on a campus with around 17,000 stu- 
dents, 42 parking spots don't amount to much. 
Now the construction is about to end, and the park- 
ing lot has become a point of controversy: should we 
keep it and provide students and faculty with 42 
more spaces, or should we make it into a grassy area 
where students can study and enjoy the ever- 
disappearing "green-ness?" 
The administration is working with an architect on 
a possible project to change Lot 13 into a grassy mall- 
type area with walkways and landscaping. However, 
nothing is official at this point. 
Undergraduate Student Government voted to keep 
the lot, even though some members, like Jason 
Wolfe, a cabinet member and environmental liason, 
disagreed with the decision. 
"It is not every day that someone is trying to put 
the environment back into its placem and that is 
what administration wants to do, put something back 
rather than take it out," Wolfe said. 
The News also believes the parking lot should be 
replaced with grass. 
Obviously, parking spaces are needed on campus, 
but would 42 spots really make a difference? The 
News doesn't think so. 
Unfortunately, the parking problem would not be 
solved if we kept Lot 13. 
In addition, the environment is being destroyed 
faster than anyone can really imagine. If given the 
opportunity to help improve it, why not? 
Granted, adding a grassy area that's relatively 
small will not help to expand or even improve the 
ecosystem. But hardly anyone could argue that a 
grassy area with trees and bushes would not be more 
beautiful and peaceful than an old black parking lot. 
And it definitely would not hurt 
The News urges the administration to seriously 
consider the option. It would be a major improve- 
ment to the University. 
The squirrels would be happier, too. 
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Parties will learn to cooperate 
If you ever want to see a man 
depressed, just take all of his 
life-long aspirations and throw 
them down the crapper. 
That is what happened to me as 
I sat in a downtown Columbus ho- 
tel Tuesday night. The only re- 
prieve I had from the continual 
bad news was the free beer in a 
courtesy suite. 
My fellow young Democrats 
and I sat around drinking any- 
thing we could get our hands on, 
channel surfing for some good 
news. We knew that something 
good had to happen - but alas, 
there was nothing. 
The Democrats got their butts 
whipped worse than Ohio Uni- 
versity in any given football 
game. We lost and we lost big. I 
haven't been able to sleep well 
for days, for I am trying to figure 
out how things went so horribly 
wrong. 
Well, I know as a student of 
this University's outstanding po- 
litical science and history de- 
partments that a party that has 
control of the White House will 
have to accept some losses, but 
this is nothing short of astound- 
ing. 
I can already hear what a lot of 
you Republicans are saying right 
now. Why should I be surprised, 
it is what the country has always 
wanted. Well, I do not think that 
when the people voted for change 
this year that they had in mind 
what is now transpiring in the 
Capitol. 
Change is good and I even ac- 
cept the message the voters sent: 
the government  is not  getting 
Sportsmanship 
part of all-sports 
I'm writing this letter in re- 
sponse to the comments that Del- 
ta Tau Delta wrote in the person- 
als Friday, Nov. 11, to show us its 
over-inflated ego and immatur- 
ity. 
Congrats on winning football, 
guys. 
Unfortunately, I didn't take 
notes, but then I asked myself, 
did the Delts take notes on how to 
play doubles tennis the right way 
when two pledges of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon swept up the competition 
to win doubles tennis? 
Did you take notes when you 
got whipped twice in intramural 
softball by Sigma Alpha Epsilon? 
I guess you didn't realize you just 
weren't good after your first try. 
Oh, and I was just wondering, 
did you, or should I say your in- 
tramural sports chairman, take 





things done. Well, I don't think 
people along the lines of Phil 
Gramm, Al D'Amato, Jesse 
Helms and Newt Gingrich are go- 
ing to come up with any grand 
scheme to kill what ails us. 
Well, what about the "Contract 
for America"? 
Well, what about it? I had 
hoped we had learned that trick- 
le-down economics and vast mili- 
tary spending Is what got us In 
this mess in the first place. 
I have just one word for Repub- 
licans: deficit. 
It is out of control and the Clin- 
ton administration, along with a 
Democratic Congress, were the 
first ones to do something about 
it in 40 years. It is going to be an 
interesting first hundred days 
for the next Congress. 
People will say,"Bui we had 
something to believe in when 
Reagan was in office." I like to 
quote the Bible on that item, 
"thou shalt not worship false 
gods." 
Reagan had the one quintes- 
sential public relations tool that 
has helped every president since 
WWII -- communism. 
Old Ronnie used this tool to 
perfection. Whenever the domes- 
tic scene was not so peachy the 
Gipper could say, "But what 
about those Godless communists 
that are threatening to take over 
the world?" 
As we all know now, the com- 
munists of the '80s were in no po- 
sition to take over the world be- 
cause Reagan spent them into ob- 
livion. And because of that he left 
his running mate, George Bush, 
out in the cold - or maybe I 
should say out of the Cold War. 
Communism was the ultimate 
trump card, and we were all out 
of those when George wanted to 
use one. 
Bush was so desperate to turn 
around his approval rating by in- 
venting a new trump card, those 
Godless Muslims. However, you 
cannot fool all of the people all of 
the time. And since the economy 
was sour, George went off to 
educate his sons on the merits of 
political life. 
Bill doesn't have this advan- 
tage either, and even he has tried 
to shift the focus from domestic 
to international. The problem is 
that we have not only spent the 
communists into oblivion, but we 
may very well have spent our- 
selves into oblivion. 
Cutting programs that will help 
the poor will not make us any 
better off. There is reform 
needed not only In welfare, but in 
health care, campaigns and many 
other political programs. 
These, my friends, are not go- 
ing to be solved until you get in- 
volved. 
The people in Washington are 
not going to ignore the special in- 
terests that both Democrats and 
Republicans listen to until you 
tell them so. We need to get in- 
volved or the ever-shrinking job 
market is going to get worse. Our 
generation needs to get involved 
whether it be Democrat, Repub- 
lican or Independent. 
The Republicans are going to 
find out that if they cannot move 
the government in a positive 
direction, they are going to be 
swept out just as fast as they 
were swept in and no amount of 
money is going to save them. 
We are reselling a point were 
nobody thinks that any kind of 
government, whether it be small 
or large, can do anything for us. 
We have to change that because 
we can do something to better 
this country, but we have to work 
together. 
That is not some bleeding heart 
plea for cooperation, it is what 
makes logical sense. Parties can 
work together for positive 
change if they are doing their job 
right by representing the people. 
I know there are people out there 
from both sides of the political 
spectrum that can work together 
for a common good. 
Matt Fair is a weekly columnist 
for The News. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
that states: a graduate student 
cannot play any sports for his 
fraternity; or did you try and 
pass him off as a pledge and try 
to cheat to win intramural 
hockey? 
One of your fraternity mem- 
bers gained my respect when he 
wrote a letter commending the 
competition and the rivalry that 
Delta Tau Delta and Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon have and how the compe- 
tition that we show out on the 
fields is what all-sports is about. 
Now, I no longer feel that way. 
All-sports Is all about good 
sportsmanship whether you win 
or lose. 
Obviously your egos are too big 
to see that 
You took cheap shots, now I'm 
taking mine. There's a lot of 
sports left this year, and what 
comes around goes around. I 
would do all your talking now, 
because I don't think we'll hear 
much from you in the spring. 
MattTowson 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Good recycling 
habits important 
Although the University recy- 
cling program ranks high in the 
state, some students, faculty and 
other employees at this Universi- 
ty still do not practice good recy- 
cling habits. This has caused me 
to wonder why. 
I assume that for some people 
here. It's just laziness or an I- 
don't-care attitude which causes 
them not to recycle. For others, 
It's just about any excuse, from 
it's an inconvenience to have to 
sort and clean "garbage," to not 
knowing how to recycle and not 
taking the time to learn, or even 
believing that it draws bugs 
(which I've heard from my land- 
lords). 
Incldently, properly preparing 
and storing recyclables actually 
draws less bugs than keeping 
garbage In your trash can. 
I believe that anyone can recy- 
cle, and those who do are more in 
touch with the environment. 
Recycling at the University 
(and in the city as well) is en- 
tirely voluntary. Considering this 
fact, the amount of material col- 
lected is tremendous. 
However, we can still do a bet- 
ter job. 
We are fortunate in this area 
not to be "forced" to recycle. 
Some states like North Carolina 
have a state mandate which pro- 
hibits aluminum cans In their 
landfills. 
This more or less orders the 
residents of North Carolina to 
recycle. 
As landfills reach their limits 
all over the United States, recy- 
cling will steadily affect all of 
our lives. 
So, recycling now at least pre- 
pares you for the day recycling 
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"Alcohol has complex health effects, 
with health benefits and hazards even 
for moderate drinkers." 





BAREFOOT BAY, Fla. - Pink 
Insulation hung from broken 
branches like strips of confetti. 
The crumpled remains of mobile 
homes littered the streets. Dren- 
ched furniture lay buried under 
crushed metal and wooden 
beams. 
"I said, 'What is that noise?" and 
everything blew," Seline Harrod 
recalled Wednesday. "I laid my 
face down on the floor and my 
husband laid on top of me." 
Harrod and her neighbors told 
tales of terror the morning after 
Tropical Storm Gordon sent a 
tornado through this tight-knit 
retirement community, where 
people socialize over shuffle- 
board and fire auxiliary chicken 
dinners. 
The storm generated other tor- 
nadoes and thunderstorms on a 
200-milc path across Florida 
after devastating Haiti. Radio re- 
ports put the death toll in Haiti at 
up to 400. 
Jailed Lake missed TV 
NEW YORK - Spending a night 
in jail was more horrible than 
Rickl Lake could have imagined. 
"I made a big sacrifice," she 
told David Letterman on Tues- 
day. "I missed my favorite show, 
'Melrose Place.'" 
Lake and IS others handcuffed 
themselves together in fashion 
designer Karl Lagerfeld's offices 
Monday to protest his use of fur. 
Lake was charged with criminal 
trespass, criminal mischief and 
criminal tampering - all mis- 
demeanors punishable by up to a 
year in jail. 
She was released Tuesday, In 
time for her appearance on Let- 
terman's show. 
Lake, host of a syndicated talk 
show, said she spent most of the 
night in handcuffs and didn't eat 
the bologna-and-cheese sand- 
wiches offered to prisoners. She 
did enjoy the company of the 
police, however. 
"I signed more autographs and 
posed for pictures with the cops 
more than I ever did on the 
street," she said. 
Dave's drive is ther- 
apeutic 
NEW YORK - Straight from 
the home office, here are the top 
things that David Letterman    . 
looks for In a guest. 
Join us for a 
*sg>vingD,^ 
•v       fJh.. 
*S n Ml   / 
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Thursday, Jtember 17 
Rock solid 
Daryl Madeaux, from North Vancover, British Columbia, balances 
rock after rock on top of other rocks on Dana Strand Beach, Dana, 
Calif. He an artist Jozsef Toth plan to do about 3,000 of these dis- 
plays along the beach In the next two weeks. They use no glue and 
spend time fixing the ones that fall from the wind. 
TV Ratings 
Prime-time ratings as 
compiled by the A.C. 
Nielsen Co. for Nov 9-15. 
A rating measures the 
percentage of the 
nation's 93.1 million TV 
homes. Each ratings 
point represents 942,000 
households. 
1. Scarlett Part I, CBS, 
21.4 million homes. 
2. ER, NBC, 19.7 million 
homes. 
3. Seinfeld, NBC, 19.1 
million homes. 
4. NFL Monday Night 
Football, ABC, 18.8 
million homes. 
5. 60 Minutes, CBS, 18.8 
million homes. 
6. Home Improvement, 
ABC, 18.3 million homes. 
7.Frasler,NBC, 18.0 
million homes. 
8. Roseanne, ABC, 18.0 
million homes. 
9. Murder, She Wrote, 
CBS, 17.6 million homes. 
10. Grace Under Fire, 
ABC, 17.6 million homes. 
Car hits jaywalking Ru- 
bin 
"No. 1: don't frisk me," Letter- 
man says in the December issue 
of Esquire magazine, "Don't hurt 
me physically. Don't get any- 
where near my neck. And don't 
call me Regis." 
He also hasn't had a drink in a 
decade. But he does have one re- 
maining vice: driving fast. He 
says the daily trip home from 
Manhattan to New Canaan, Conn., 
Is therapeutic. 
LOS ANGELES - Jerry Rubin, 
the former Chicago Seven anti- 
war activist-turned food enter- 
preneur, was critically injured 
when he was hit by a car while 
jaywalking, authorities said 
Tuesday. 
Rubin, 56, a Cincinnati native, 
was crossing Wllshire Boulevard 
Monday evening when he was hit, 
police Officer Sandra Castello 
said. The car's driver doesn't 
won't be charged, she said. 
Rubin was in critical condition 
Tuesday after surgery, said War- 
ren Robak, a spokesman for the 
University of California at Los 
Angeles Medical Center. 
The former radical was among 
the Chicago Seven, tried for 
conspiring to disrupt the 1968 
Democratic National Convention, 
which turned into a bloody battle 
between anti-war protesters and 
police. 
Rubin, Abbie Hoffman and 
three others were convicted of 
crossing state lines with intent to 
riot. The convictions were over- 
turned by an appeals court, which 
cited errors made by the judge. 
They were acquitted of conspir- 
acy charges. 
Rubin was a Yipple leader - the 
Youth International Party - a 
loosely knit group of radicals who 
protested the government and 
the Vietnam War. 
EXTRA.! 
EXTRA.! In The News 
25 years ago Over 300 University students 
participated in a peace march in 
Washington, D.C., to protest the 
Vietnam War. 
They were among half a million 
demonstrators at the Washington 
Monument. 
Applications for 
• spring '95 BG News editor 
are now being accepted. Application forms may 
be picked up at 204 West Hall. 
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, Nov. 22. 
Tis' THE SEASON...TO THINK OF OTHERS 
Bring in any usable canned good for donation to the B.C. pantry and 
we'll give you a Free Hallmark Card as a Thank-You. 
CAN FOR CARD SWAP 
Friday, Nov. 18 - Sunday, Nov. 20 
•■U|V 
Packages plus... 
Cards and Gifts and more 
111 Railroad St. BG 
352-1693 
EDUCATE OTHERS WHILE YOU 
EDUCATE YOURSELF! 
JOIN STEP 1 
1 is a group of 
peer educators dealing 
_„     _   , with the issues college 
NOW ""^ MajOrS are   students deal with- 
'"ZSSSSSS"   Welcome!    ZZ^fZ 
DEADLINE IS: NOVEMBER 22. 
AT 5PM IN 310 STUDENT 
SERVICES 
We offer something 
for everyone! 
EDDIE    MURPHY 














Also tonight in the Gish :l 
Film Theater at 9:00 p.m. :. 
a free showing of 
"It Happened One Night" : 
Campus 
The BG News 
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WATER 
Continued from page one. 
ing from drinking it is very 
small. Baker said. The risk is 
well below federal limits, despite 
what the report says. 
Clark, although he is worried 
about herbicides in the water, 
told a Bowling Green student 
who called into the program that 
University students do not need 
to be concerned about drinking 
the water. 
"As far as [the students'] expo- 
sure, if she's a four-year student 
at BG, I wouldn't worry about it," 
Clark said. 
"What we're talking about here 
is long-term exposure," Clark 
said. "If you have a stomache 
ache, it's probably because you 
have midterms coming up. It's 
not because of herbicides in the 
water." 
LOTS  
Continued from page one. 
cerning this issue, but still un- 
derstands the viewpoints of each 
side. 
"Although there are very valid 
merits to turning the parking lot 
into a grassy area, and I under- 
stand the environmental impact 
on keeping it a parking lot, USG 
as a whole has to support the re- 
solution with keeping the area a 
parking lot," Mat he said. 
Although the plans have been 
discussed, the idea has not been 
made an official project, Univer- 
sity architect Roland Engler said. 
"What the plans are at this 
point seem to involve a pedes- 
trian mall type of idea that would 
include a series of walkways, im- 
proved    lighting,    sidewalk 
Baker told another caller that 
there is no cause for any concern 
about taking showers in Bowling 
Green water either, according to 
studies of chemical uptake 
through the skin. 
"The uptake through the skin 
would be minimal relative to 
drinking water or ingestion of 
herbicides," Baker said. "So I see 
no basis for being concerned 
about uptake of the water 
through showers or swimming in 
the river." 
Clark said he remains uncon- 
vinced that herbicides pose no 
risks to water drinkers. 
"There's evidence to suggest 
that some of these herbicides are 
related to breast cancer, and the 
U.S. EPA also added data that 
suggests that herbicides are now 
showing up in cow's milk." 
AIDS 
Continued from page one. 
There are four things students 
should know about condoms, 
Brecht said. 
First, students should be wary 
of condoms that come in see-th- 
rough packaging, she said. 
"If the package is clear, then 
there is a greater possibility for 
light to shine through," Brecht 
said. "Any time light or heat is on 
a condom, there is a chance that 
it will be less effective." 
Students should also be wary of 
condoms that come in foil wrap- 
pers because the foil has a ten- 
dency to tear the condom when it 
is being taken out of the package, 
she said. 
It should also say 'this product 
will prevent the spread of sexual- 
ly transmitted diseases' on the 
condom package, otherwise it 
may not be effective, she said. 
Finally, students should not 
expose condoms to extreme heat 
or cold and should make sure not 
to use a condom past the expira- 
tion date, she said. 
Brecht also addressed the sub- 
ject of oral sex, to which she 
gave homemade remedies. In- 
cluding latex gloves and plastic 
wrap, that students can use at a 
low cost to stop the transmission 
of HIV. 
Join the KAPLAN 
food drive and 
help feed 
the hungry. 
GMAT • GRE • LSAT • MCAT and more 
Bring in ten (or more) cant of 
food to participating KAPLAN 
Canten and lava $50 on the 
world's bait tast preparation.' 
Through Novambar 1994, you 
have a chance to help others 
and a chance to ralie your 
icon* on tha big exam. 
Help othan and lei KAPLAN 
help you. Be a part of over 
fifty yean of tait success. 
337 East Liberty St 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 
220 M.A.C. Ave.-Ste. 200 
Can uniing, MI 48823 
trossroads Office Centre 
16250 Northland Dr.-Ste.007 
southfleld. Ml 48075 
[The Westgate Building 
3450 West Central Ave.-Ste. 102 
Tolads. OH 43606 
151 South Rose-Ste.304 
Kalamazeo, Ml 49007 
systems and landscaping," Eng- 
ler said. "Again, though, this is 
not an official project yet; only 
ideas and interest factors have 
been discussed." 
The new pedestrian walkway 
would affect the areas of Ridge 
Street between Prout and Hayes 
halls and Lot A between Centrex 
and University Hall. The project 
would definitely eliminate some 
parking space to the lot in front 
of Eppler, but how many cannot 
be determined at this time, Eng- 
ler said. 
Because the project is present- 
ly unofficial, a time when the ac- 
tual project would take place or 
if it even will take place cannot 
be determined. 
Panel discusses migrant aid 
By Angelica O.Huesca 
The BG News 
A panel representing both 
student and community organ- 
izations addressed the various 
issues and concerns facing mi- 
grant workers in Northwest 
Ohio on Wednesday. 
The presentation was the 
second of the semester. "The 
Migrant Experience in North- 
west Ohio" was sponsored by 
the University Libraries and 
Learning Resources Multicul- 
tural Affairs Committee. 
The six-member panel 
looked at the ways state, local 
and community organizations 
can help the migrants adjust to 
the environment. 
Benito Lucia, a representa- 
tive of the State Employment 
Bureau, addressed the rights 
migrant farm workers have 
and the programs and oppor- 
tunities available to them. 
He said he believed the mi- 
grant farm worker program is 
very productive and beneficial 
to the community. The workers 
are taxpayers just like every 
other legal worker in America 
who deserve rights, he said. 
Lucia said it was important 
for migrant farm workers to 
take advantage of the pro- 
grams offered them to seek 
advancement. 
"You can do whatever you 
want to in terms of education 
and employment," he said. 
Shirley Green, a representa- 
tive from the non-profit organ- 
ization Rural Opportunities, 
discussed the programs the 
companies offer to advocate 
Committee reviews organizations' 
role in helping Northwest farmers 
better lives for migrant farm 
workers. 
These programs include 
on-the-job training, testing and 
assessment, supportive ser- 
vices, classroom training, fol- 
low-ups, Migrant Heads tart, 
health and safety and housing 
and economic development. 
According to the mission 
statement. Rural Opportunities 
Inc. is part of a multi-state 
corporation established in 1969 
to provide services to and ad- 
vocating on the behalf of mi- 
grant and seasonal farmwor- 
kers and other rural disadvan- 
taged. 
Green said there are a lot of 
programs dedicated to helping 
Spanish- speaking migrant 
farm workers to learn English 
and those who can't speak to 
have a translator to assist with 
their landlords and other im- 
portant people to ensure their 
lights and that they are not 
taken advantage of. 
Dora Vega, a University stu- 
dent, said she has been a mi- 
grant farm worker for eight 
years now. 
She said she has always been 
encouraged to achieve her 
goals in life, and in order to 
achieve those goals it is neces- 
sary for her to work and attend 
school at the same time. 
"One thing that I learned 
through my experience as a 
migrant worker is that it is a 
very tough job," she said. 
Vega said she plans on "giv- 
ing back to the Mexican- 
American community and help 
other migrant farm workers 
achieve a level of success." 
Bellanira Vega, a University 
student, said many migrant 
workers encourage their chil- 
dren to seek higher education 
and stress its importance. 
"Without education, the 
community will suffer a con- 
tinuous cycle," she said. 
She said she believes there 
will always be a need for mi- 
grant farm workers, and al- 
though there has been lots of 
machinery taking over, she 
hopes this will not take jobs 
away from the workers. 
She said she has enjoyed her 
time as a migrant worker, ex- 
cept for the living conditions of 
the camps. 
Cathy Glassford, of Commu- 
nity Health Services, spoke 
about health problems con- 
cerning the migrant workers. 
She said that contrary to her 
own personal theory, there 
were no differences in the 
health problems between mi- 
grant workers and others. 
"Some of the things that do 
contribute to the health prob- 
lems are the conditions of the 
camps migrant workers live in 
and the lack of running water," 
she said. 
Some of the more serious 
problems discussed were urin- 
ary tract infections, a 25 per- 
cent higher infant mortality 
rate, dental diseases, teen-age 
pregnancy, diabetes, hy- 
pertension and skin disorders 
within the migrant worker 
community. 
Glassford said the Communi- 
ty Health Services help the 
workers by sending two medi- 
cal professionals into the 
camps to tell them what is 
available to them. They also 
offer a sliding fee scale to pro- 
vide help on prescription me- 
dication. 
Carolyn Shaied, regional co- 
ordinator of Migrant Educa- 
tion, concluded. She began by 
saying that many people don't 
realize that there is federal aid 
that provides education for the 
workers. 
She said there are programs 
available to children from the 
pre-school age to the age of 16. 
Math, reading and oral lan- 
guage development are educa- 
tional supplements provided. 
Shaied said the students are 
offered a hot breakfast, lunch 
and snacks. 
"Field trips and other fun ac- 
tivities are some of the things 
the kids can look forward 
to,"she said. 
Shaied said there is transpor- 
tation provided for the stu- 
dents, and there is a bilingual 
assistant available to help stu- 
dents deal with discrimination 
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COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT 
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTUNE AT 372-8888 
TICKETED EVENTS 
FRI / NOV 18 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
FESTtVAl SERIES: THE KING'S SINGERS 
SAT / NOV 19 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
UNIVERISITY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CHORUSES 
SUN / NOV 20 / 4 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
BAND-O-RAMA 
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ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CONCERT ON DEC. 2 
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THURS / NOV 17 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HAIL 
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FAS: BOWLING GREEN STRING QUARTET 
THURS / DEC 1 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL 
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FAS: FACULTY ARTIST SERIES 
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Komives cold, but men 
still beat Latvian team 
By Marty Fuller 
The BC News 
The BG men's baskethall squad 
used its trademark - excellent 
shooting -- to put away the visit- 
ing Latvian National team 85-73 






only connect on 
2-9 attempts, 
the other four 
starters picked 
up the slack 
and drilled 28 
buckets on  41 
attempts. "We are going to need 
to get Shane Komives more 
shots," Falcon head coach Jim 
Larranaga said. "He had nine to- 
night, but I'd like to feel like we 
can get him better ones than he 
got. When we do, we become a 
better basketball team." 
Senior center Shane Kline- 
Ruminskl led all Falcons with 
9-11 shooting that included a 
three pointer to go with a couple 
of free throws for 21 points. 
"I think Shane played pretty 
consistently throughout the 
game. I think in the first half he 
was looking to pass the ball a title 
bit more ~ I think we're all like 
that. I wanted us to push the ball 
much more and get into our 
offense much quicker than we 
did," Larranaga said. 
"We are going to need 
to get Shane Komives 
more shots. He had 
nine tonight, but I'd 
like to feel like we 
can get him better 
ones than he got. 
When we do, we 
become a better 
basketball team." 
Jim Larranaga 
BC head coach 
Kline-Ruminski posted the 
first points of the game, and the 
Falcons never looked back. The 
Latvians tied up the score at 8-8 
with 15:51 left in the first half, 
but that was as close as they 
would get to a lead. 
With nine minutes left In the 
first stanza, BG went on a three- 
point shooting spree. On four of 
their next five possessions 
Denny Amrhein, Komives, An- 
tonio Daniels and Ray Lynch all 
hit from downtown to give BG a 
31-24 lead. The two teams traded 
hoops until the intermission, and 
BG headed to the locker room 
with a 37-29 lead. 
"In the second half we [pushed 
the ball a little bit faster]. We 
started with a high post man 
screen and let Antonio just drive 
it to the goal a couple of times," 
Larranaga said. 
With more of a comfortable up- 
tempo game, BG broke open the 
contest by building a 16-polnt 
lead. The Latvians struck back 
with a  run of  their  own  and 
Second-stanza rally falls 
short for women's squad 
By Katie Simmons 
The BG News 
After a disappointing first 
half, the Bowling Green Fal-. 
cons managed to challenge 
Latvia through the second half 
but were still defeated 78-70 In 





half with a 
13-point def- 
icit due to a 




ing    Green 
used a pressing defense to get 
back in the game. "We ob- 
viously didn't play as well as 
we should have in the first half, 
but we did better than we did at 
our first expedition game," 
head  coach Jaci  Clark  said. 
"The kids need to know that we 
need to go out there and play 
and be a lot more aggressive, 
and when we do that we will be 
all right." 
At one point the two teams 
managed to stay within a bas- 
ket of each other while the de- 
fenses battled at the start of 
the first period. Latvia's over- 
all team height began to take a 
toll on Bowling Green, though, 
as they managed to accumulate 
49 rebounds from the Falcons' 
69 shots. 
"We definitely had a lot of 
missed opportunities," Clark 
said. "We shot very poorly in 
the first half, and that is some- 
thing that we need to work on." 
The overall tempo for the 
match-up seemed to favor the 
slower Latvian team. Clark 
said that the Falcons will have 
to speed things up in the regu- 
lar season. 
"We have to be stronger with 
the ball. In the first half we had 
one offensive rebound - that is 
not going to win a game for 
us," Clark said. "The tempo of 
the game wasnt where we 
needed it; we needed a fast 
break early and we didn't do 
that." 
Although the team was dir- 
appointed in Wednesday's 
match, individual team mem- 
bers began to show their mark 
for the upcoming season. 
Senior forward Michelle 
Shade led the team offensively 
with 11 points out of 23 shots. 
Sharleen Hooper also made a 
strong showing, along with 
freshman Sara Puthoff. 
"We had a lot of players step 
up and do their job, but right 
now we need some other 
players to do that as well," 
Clark said. "Sara [Puthoff] is 
playing her game. She's a very 
good shooter, and she does her 
job well." 
Michigan, OSU to battle 
for berth in Citrus Bowl 
The BG Ncwt/Rou Weltincr 
Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels alms to take a shot during the Fal- 
cons' 85-73 win over Latvia Wednesday night at Anderson Arena. Dan- 
iels scored 19 points and dished out two assists In Just 26 minutes of 
action for BG. 
chopped their deficit to six with 
7:38 left in the game. 
"We called a time-out to set up 
a particular play. They switched 
their defense and we didn't ad- 
just well and we had two quick 
turnovers that led to their run," 
Larranaga said. 
BG bounced back, took control 
of the game and finished off the 
Latvians with a 24-18 run. Behind 
the lead of Kline-Ruminski, Dan- 
iels tallied up 19 points and Jay 
Larranaga racked up 15. Floyd 
Miller had a team-high six re- 
bounds. 
The Latvians were led by Gun- 
dars Vetra's 19 points and former 
Ohio State forward Jamaal 
Brown's 13 markers. 
After the game Larranaga said 
a major area of concern for the 
Falcons' future was rebounding. 
BG was out-rebounded 32-29. 
"I thought it was a good test for 
us because of their ability to re- 
bound. We are going to need to do 
a better job there. I think that's 
something that is real critical. 
Rebounding is a major key in be- 
ing successful," Larranaga said. 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Around Ohio 
and Michigan, it used to be 
known as The Game. But because 
Michigan has dominated the last 
six meetings with Ohio State, 
many don't believe The Game is 
much more than A Game these 
days. 
"Maybe to make people in Ohio 
happy, I'll say that in November, 
this is Michigan's biggest rival- 
ry," Michigan coach Gary Moel- 
ler - an Ohio State grad even - 
said Monday. 
Thirty-two times since the 
teams began playing on the last 
Saturday of the Big Ten season in 
1935, The Game has decided the 
conference championship. 
Eighteen times, the two teams 
have decided it among them- 
selves. 
It has been eight years, 
however, since The Game has 
had the Rose Bowl on the line for 
both. It has been seven years 
since the Buckeyes beat the Wol- 
verines. 
When The Game kicks off Sat- 
urday in Ohio Stadium, for the 
first time since 1987 neither 
team will be playing for Pasa- 
dena. Penn State has clinched the 
Big Ten title. 
Coaches and players on both 
sides of the border war will do 
the politically correct thing this 
week and say it's as big as it ever 
was. It remains big in the ratings 
- it's ABC's only national telecast 
on the same day top 10 teams 
Alabama and Aubum will play 
each other in front of a regional 
audience. 
But it's not big in the national 
rankings - Michigan is 7-3 and 
15th, Ohio State 8-3 and 22nd - 
d nor the Big Ten standings. The 
winner finishes second and earns 
a bid to the Florida Citrus Bowl. 
The loser is third and headed for 
the Holiday Bowl. 
Moeller,   who   captained   the 
See BATTLE, page seven. 
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COLLECTOR'S SHOW 
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Another bad moon rising 
for Atlanta wide receiver 
By Karyn Spellman 
The Associated Press 
SUWANEE, Ga. - Andre Rison 
has had his problems this season, 
and they're starting to get expen- 
sive. 
The Atlanta Falcons' star 
receiver was suspended for a 
game Wednesday for being late 
to a team meeting. The action 
will cost him $37,000 in lost sala- 
ry. 
Earlier this year, Rison fought 
on the field with former team- 
mate Deion Sanders, and the NFL 
fined him $7,500. 
The suspension comes a week 
after the All-Pro wide receiver 
was critical of coach June Jones 
and the Falcons' offense, but 
Jones said the only reason for the 
suspension was that Rison was 
late after being warned to be on 
time. 
"I wanted to stress that he's go- 
ing to be treated just like every- 
one else," Jones said. "There's no 
special treatment here.... 
"He's certainly been dependa- 
ble for us on the field. I think he 
needs to look and see what he's 
got to do to be more responsible 
off the field." 
Jones, who held Rison out of 
the first quarter of a game 
against the Raiders on Oct. 23 in 
Los Angeles for being late for the 
team bus, said he called Rison's 
name twice and then started the 
meeting without him. 
On Oct. 16 against the 49ers, 
Sanders started punching Rison 
on the helmet, and rison hit back. 
Only Sanders was flagged for a 
penalty, but both players were 
fined $7,500 by the league. 
Rison's agent, Charles Tucker, 
said his client has accepted the 
suspension, which will sideline 
him for Sunday's game at Den- 
ver. 
"He's admitted that he 
shouldn't have been late," 
Tucker said by telephone from 
his office in Michigan. "He has to 
be a man about this and he has 
been." He said Rison was three 
minutes late for the meeting. 
"I hope something positive 
comes out of this," Tucker said. 
"We're not going to make a big 
issue of it. He hates it. The 
coaches hate it. He's going to be 
ready to rock and roll on Mon- 
day." 
Rison started the season with 
26 catches in the first two games. 
Indy running back glad 
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By Joe Kay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI -- Marshall 
Faulk knew before the draft 
that he wasn't going to be the 
Cincinnati Bengals' top pick. 
But to this day, the thought of 
wearing tiger stripes makes 
the running back chuckle. 
Faulk is glad the Bengals 
passed him by last April, giv- 
ing Indianapolis the chance to 
take him with the second over- 
all pick. Faulk has become a 
star with the Colts, who come 
to town next weekend to play 
the Bengals. 
While No. 1 pick Dan Wilkin- 
son struggles on the Bengals' 
defensive line, Faulk has be- 
come one of the NFL's top 
rushers and the leading candi- 
date for offensive rookie of the 
year honors. He leads the AFC 
in touchdowns and total yards. 
"I'm glad of my situation. I'm 
glad I was drafted No. 2," 
Faulk said Wednesday, in a 
conference call. "I'm glad I'm 
with the Colts. I'm happy with 
the situation here." 
He might not have been so 
happy in Cincinnati. When a 
reporter reminded him that the 
Bengals could have chosen 
him, Faulk cackled loudly for 
several seconds. 
Did he have any thoughts 
about the Bengals last April? 
"No, none whatsoever," he 
said, then cackled some more. 
After a few seconds, he add- 
ed, "I kind of knew I wouldn't 
get drafted by the Bengals." 
It seems that Faulk felt 
slighted by the Bengals as they 
weighed their options for the 
No. 1 pick. They could have 
used either player - their run- 
ning game was weak and their 
defense was terrible. In the 
end, they thought that Wilkin- 
son, an Ohio native who went to 
Ohio State, would help them 
more. 
Although the Bengals public- 
ly gushed praise on Faulk, the 
running back from San Diego 
State said he heard other 
things secondhand. 
"Coming out of college and 
going through the whole pro- 
cess, I've had a lot of run-ins 
with the Bengals," he said. 
"Things were said that maybe I 
wasn't fast enough or I wasn't 
big enough or I couldn't run the 
ball in the NFL. Those ques- 
tions were brought about by 
the Bengals' organization." 
Faulk wouldn't say where he 
heard those things. The only 
specific example he gave in- 
volved his workout for Bengals 
assistant coach Jim Anderson. 
He said Anderson was impres- 
sed by his time in the 40-yard 
dash, which Faulk interpreted 
as a sign the Bengals didn't 
think he could run so well. 
The Bengals were surprised 
to hear Faulk's statements 
Wednesday. 
"None of what you just men- 
tioned to me is true or ever 
came from anybody in this or- 
ganization," coach Dave Simla 
said. "We made the choice that 
we felt was best for our team. 
Nobody questioned Marshall 
Faulk's ability and the fact that 
he would be a great NFL 
player." 
Anderson said he lobbied for 
the Bengals to choose Faulk. 
APPtMte/BIIISIkri 
Indianapolis running back 
Marshall Faulk said he felt 
slighted when Cincinnati 
took Dan Wilkinson over 
him In this year's NFL 
Draft But 10 games Into the 
season, Faulk said he's 
happy to be with the Colts. 
"He was the best back in the 
draft," Anderson said. "I was 
pushing for him very strongly. 
You can't say enough good 
things about him." 
Wilkinson wound up with a 
six-year, $14.4 million con- 
tract, denting the Bengals' 
reputation for tough negotia- 
tions with first-round picks. 
Faulk is glad he didnt have to 
test them. 
"I knew the reputation of 
them not paying or not wanting 
to pay," he said. "I'm just glad 
I didn't have the opportunity to 
deal with it or experience it." 
TAKE A STUDY BREAK! FALCON HOCKEY vs. WESTERN - SATURDAY 7 PM j| 
Just present your valid Student I.D. at the door for EASY ADMISSION // 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
Last 3 Days for Senior Portaits 
Check your letter from the studio 
for your pre-appointed sitting time. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall. 
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily 
The BG News 
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Big Dog working 
hard to make it 
big in Milwaukee 
MILWAUKEE - Know this 
about Glenn Robinson: He can 
live without your affection or 
your approval, and the $68 
million he got from the Mil- 
waukee Bucks puts every- 




That's not to say the Big Dog 
wouldn't welcome the oppor- 
tunity to get out of the big 
doghouse of public opinion. He 
would. Big time. 
One measure of how much is 
how hard Robinson has 
worked to scrape the rust off 
his game in the short time 
since he returned to work. A 
second is how the shy 21-year- 
old is going out of his way to 
win friends and influence 
people. 
"I expect to do good -- don't 
get me wrong," Robinson said 
Tuesday. He was sitting 
courtside in the empty Brad- 
ley Center, a few minutes 
after a tough morning practice 
and a few hours before he 
would have his best night as a 
pro - 18 points and six re- 
bounds in 23 minutes in an 
82-81 win over Indiana. 
"I expect to do what I'm 
supposed to do. But a lot of 
people that don't know the 
game, they think it's all about 
scoring. I look at it from a 
team perspective. We have to 
do well as a team. 
"I don't need to go out there 
and score 30 points a game 
and have us lose. That won't 
do us any good. It would help 
me individually," Robinson 
added. "But I want to see all of 
us get something done." 
No one is sure exactly when 
it was Robinson had his atti- 
tude adjusted - when he be- 
came more concerned about 
Milwaukee's Bucks than his 
own ~ only grateful that the 
adjustment has been made. 
Two weeks ago, after he had 
skipped training camp and 
was still holding out, Robinson 
was regarded in this hard- 
working town as the poster 
boy for athletic greed. He was 
in the wrong place at the 
wrong time with the wrong 
agent at his side and the 
wrong price on his head. 
Baseball was on strike, 
hockey was on strike and a 
public that already had less 
sympathy for athletes than in- 
cumbent congressmen was 
reading about a kid who hadn't 
played a minute of pro ball 
and vowed not to until he got a 
guaranteed 13 years at a cool 
$100 mil. Making matters 
worse, his agent, Charles 
Tucker, was trying to pass 
Robinson off as "a victim of 
circumstances. ... This is a 
very bad time for any athlete 
to be doing anything dealing 
with money." 
Not that bad, as it turned 
out. Not long after Bucks 
owner Herb Kohl lanced Rob- 
inson's ambitions with a jibe 
about trading his team for the 
kid's contract even up, a deal 
was struck. Robinson lowered 
his sights and signed the 
10-year, $68.15 million guar- 
anteed contract just in time to 
make the Bucks' first home 
game. A sold-out crowd gave 
him a standing ovation that 
lasted nearly two minutes. 
"They're excited about me 
being here," Robinson said. 
Left unsaid was whether last 
season's 20-62 record has 
made Milwaukeeans more in- 
clined than the rest of the 
country to forgive and forget. 
A visitor asked Robinson 
about his reception on the 
road. 
"I don't really pay too much 
attention to that," he said, 
"because most of the time, on 
the road, they're going to say 
something negative." 
He may have been the most 
highly touted player coming 
out this year, but so far the re- 
turn on investment has been 
neither immediate nor partic- 
ularly impressive. Skipping 
training appears to have cost 
Robinson more than just popu- 
larity. His unfamiliarity with 
Milwaukee's offense made 
coach Mike Dunleavy hesitant 
to use him, and his lack of 
conditioning made him even 
more of a liability. 
Not only wasn't the $68-mil- 
lion man and savior of the 
franchise not starting; until 
Tuesday night, Robinson 
wasn't even the first power 
forward off the bench or the 
one on the floor at crunch 
time. That distinction be- 
longed to Marty Conlon, a Con- 
tinental Basketball Associa- 
tion refugee and temporary 
hire making a less-than- 
budget-busting $200,000. 
But along with a few other 
things, that may have 
changed. When the Bucks 
went cold in the fourth quarter 
Tuesday night and nearly blew 
the game, Dunleavy turned to 
Robinson. 
Trent leads Bobcats past 
overmatched OSU squad 
BATTLE 
By Rusty Miller 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Gary Trent had 
a hand in it, but even he was sur- 
prised at how quickly Ohio Uni- 
versity overtook Ohio State night 
in the first round of the Presea- 
son NIT. 
"I knew we were down 10, then 
all of a sudden I looked up and we 
had made a nice 20-point turna- 
round," Trent said of an 18-0 upr- 
ising in the first half that spurred 
the Bobcats to a 78-67 victory 
Wednesday night. 
Trent scored 10 points in that 
first-half sprint, finishing the 
game with 26 points. The two- 
time Mid-American Conference 
player of the year, a Columbus 
native, hit 10-of-19 shots from the 
field, including both of his 
3-point attempts. He added 15 
rebounds. 
It was a special night for the 
Bobcats and for Trent. The vic- 
tory was Ohio U.'s first against a 
Big Ten Conference team since 
the last time it defeated Ohio 
State, on Dec. 29,1973. Ohio State 
had won the last seven meetings 
in the series. 
It also marked the first time 
Trent's father had seen him play 
in a college game. Dexter Trent 
has spent the last six years in a 
Kentucky prison on drug char- 
ges. 
"I didn't think about him being 
there during the game, just after 
it was over," Trent said. 
Ohio U. returned eight of its 
top nine players from last year's 
team that went 25-8, won the 
MAC regular-season and tour- 
nament titles and played in the 
NCAA tournament. 
Two Ohio State starters trans- 
ferred and three other players 
were kicked off the team after 
skirmishes with the law in the 
wake of a 13-16 record last year, 
the school's first losing season in 
17 years. 
"This was the biggest setup I'- 
ve ever had in 24 years of coach- 
ing," said Ohio U. coach Larry 
Hunter. "No one thought we 
could lose. ... It was a no-win sit- 
uation." 
Ohio U. advances to play Fri- 
day night at Virginia, which 
defeated Old Dominion 83-80 in 
another first-round game 
Wednesday. 
Despite being heavy under- 
dogs, Ohio State led by as many 
as 11 points in the opening half, 
going up 22-11 on walkon Kevin 
Martin's second 3-pointer with 
9:24 left. But then Ohio U., which 
has won 14 of its last 15 games, 
started flexing its muscles. 
Gus Johnson started the run 
with a 3-pointer off an inbounds 
pass with 9:03 left in the half. 
After Ohio State's Tony Watson 
picked up his second foul on the 
offensive boards, Jeff Boats hit a 
15-footer, Trent muscled in a fol- 
low and then hit a layup after 
picking up a loose ball to cut the 
lead to 22-20. 
YOUNGS NEWSSTAND 
178 S. MAIN 353-2176 
YOUNG'S 
NEWSSTAND 
MEGA COMIC SALE 
THIS THURSDAY NOVEMBER 17th 6-8 P.M. 
20% TO 80% OFF M.I. ('OMICS AV STOCK 
FREE PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS 







• STUDY- \BROAD 
INTERNATIONAL • LEARN A LANGUAGE 
BUSINESS 
• BUSINESS & CULTURE 
COURSEWORK 
AT LOYOLA COLLEGE IN MARYLAND 
For more information, please call Manette Frese at 1-800-221-9107, ext. 2836 • 
Fax 1(410)617-2161 •Internet address: MIB_ADMIT@Loyola.edu 
Address: Executive and Graduate Programs • The Sellinger School • 
Loyola College • 4501 N. Charles Street • Baltimore, MD 21210-2699 USA 
APpholo/ChrlilUMM 
Ohio State's Antonio Watson tries to dribble past Ohio's Jason Terry 
during the Bobcats' 78-67 victory over the Buckeyes Wednesday. 
The Bobcats then hit three 
straight 3 pointers - two by 
Trent and one by Johnson - to 
push the lead to 29-22 by the 4:32 
mark and complete the 18-0 run. 
"OU kept its poise and wore us 
down. They didn't panic," Ohio 
State coach Randy Ayers said. 
"We lost our patience in the first 
half and got too quick on the 
trigger and it hurt our defense at 
the other end." 
Ohio U. scored 11 points in the 
game's first 10:57, but made up 
for the slow start with 26 points 
to the buzzer. 
The Buckeyes pulled to within 
60-55 with 8:36 left after Rick 
Yudt hit two free throws, but 
Ohio U. pulled away again. 
Johnson made a perimeter 
jumper and Trent hit a pair of 
free  throws  to make  it  64-55. 
After Ohio State's Doug Etzler 
hit a basket, Terry popped in a 
rebound follow and was fouled. 
He missed the shot, but Trent re- 
bounded and powered it in to 
make it 68-57. Boals ended the 8-2 
run with a driving layup. 
"I was happy to win and get to 
the next round," Trent said. 
"We're just trying to get to Ma- 






ENEFIT FOR THE HOMELESS 
6 Donds 
Including... Huggy Dear. 
ALL PROCEEDS DENEFIT 
THIUNK 
♦Video Games       • Ping Pong        »Pinball 
Continued from page five. 
1962 Ohio State football team, 
has said he now considers Michi- 
gan State his team's main rival 
because of the in-state recruiting 
advantage that presumably goes 
to the victor. Notre Dame also 
has become a rival in the last 10 
years, with a 5-4-1 advantage in 
the series. 
Detroit Lions linebacker Chris 
Spielman, who was captain when 
Ohio State beat Michigan the last 
time in 1987, said, "Michigan 
fans have taken Ohio State for 
granted. It's kind of sad in a way. 
But when you're successful like 
they have been, you get that con- 
fidence." 
Dave Purdy, a quarterback 
under Woody Hayes at Ohio State 
and now a football commentator 
for a Columbus radio station, said 
that in the 1960s and '70s there 
was nothing like the week of the 
Michigan game. 
"I don't think it's the coach 
that's the problem. I think our 
whole administration has accept- 
ed the fact that we're not on the 
same level with them, and I think 
that's a shame," Purdy said. 
Former   OSU   tailback   Jeff 
Logan, a game analyst on another . 
station, agrees that Michigan has 
cut a higher national profile - 
e because of its success in foot-; 
ball and two trips to the NCAA - 
championship  game  in  basket-'. 
ball. 
"You travel around the country 
and go into the shops in any air- 
port and what do you see? Michi- • 
gan, Florida State and Miami '. 
stuff. Never do you see Ohio • 
State stuff," Logan said. "Kids . 
are grabbing up that Michigan ; 
stuff and they're dreaming about i 
going to Michigan." J 
A year ago Ohio State was un-' 
beaten and No.S going into the 
Michigan  game.  The  unranked 
Wolverines thrashed the Buck- 
eyes 28-0. 
Former Ohio State running 
back and current assistant coach 
Tim Spencer keeps the score on a 
sign in his office. 
He also wears to work every 
day a pair of "gold pants" - a 
gold trinket on a necklace that is 
given to every OSU player who 
beats Michigan. The tradition 
was started in 1934 by coach 
Francis Schmidt, who preached 
to his players that the Wolverines 
put their pants on just as they 
did, one leg at a time. 
No current OSU player owns a 
pair. Spencer said that's why he 
wears his. 
"You get a little conversation 
from some of the guys, saying 
they want to get some, asking 
where they come from, what's 
the tradition behind it," Spencer 
said. "You get them to under- 
stand what it is to have them, that 
you don't get them for just win- 
ning a game. You get them for 
winning The Game." 
Call 353-BWWW 
bw-3 B.C. 





On NTN Interactive Television 
Featuring 
• Nationwide Competition 
• Build Your Own Team 
• Weekly Prizes for BG Store Winner 
EVERY THURSDAY AT 7 P.M. 
'Stop in BW-3 for a copy of complete rules 
Classifieds 
The BG News 




GRE Booksale t BikiUi 
Nov. 17 Psyonology Lobby 
Gsl rssdy tor your entrance 
MMMlH N»«11MB. OK. 8 
9 00. HM 103 
AllWeleomeili 
Attention BG Community I 
A A G S A Firji Fall Formal Nov. 19 
Tenets lo go on sals Nov. 7-tS 
in MAP. Office in 424 Sudani Services 
Coil: Student! tio. Faculty/Staff $20 
For Ta blea/T casts or mora into: 
Call 372-2978 
Procssds lo IsnenT Project »aareh. 
Bloodmobllelehere!!! 
Bloodmobilele herein 
Come give your blood in 
ttieN.E Commons horn 10:30-4:30 
Papa John'i Piwa * ii I ba 
donating pizza all week1 
Call 352 4575 tor an appointmentl 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING CLASS 
Sat.. Dec 3 8 10.85. i h. 
grad credit.3728348or2 8181 
Free Computer Seminara 
The Wlowing Computer Servioti Seminars Mil 
be offered during the month of November. 
They are open to anyone on campus. Please 
can 372-2911 to register for tiess free sem- 
inars. They are presented MI the Tech Lab 
Seminar Rooms, in the Tech Building. Hands 
on experienoo will be provided. 
Getting Started on the Mac. This session 
presents the word processing software pack- 
age Mircosofl Works, including a primer, which 
discusses the Macintosh Desktop and tie 
mouse. 
Thursday,Nov. 17tn 800-to 00PM 
Thursday. Dec. 1st 8 00- io 00 PM 
mtro the the IBM PC and Windows. This 
seminar provides a basic orientation to IBM's 
operating system (DOS) and Mircosoft 
Windows. 
Monday, Nov. 21st 2.0O-4«)PM 
Tuesday, Nov. 29th 5 oo 7 OOPM 
Internet lor Maclntoah Users. This seminar 
covers the Internet applications Telnet, Eudora 
(mail), NewsWatchar (newt), TurboGopher. 
and Mosaic. 
Tuesday, Nov. 22nd 5:00-7:00PM 
Monday, Nov. 28th 2 00-4 00PM 
Internet tor Windows Users This semirw 
covers the Internet applications Telnet. 
PC-Eudora (mail), VN (news), TurboGopher, 
and Mosaic. 
Monday. Nov. 2i si 5 oo 7 OOPM 
Wednesday, Nov. 30th 5 00- 7 00 PM 
Presentaoons On Ethnocultural Topics 
will be nek) today noon-3 pm 
in the Amani. Classes and individuals 
welcome For more into Celt Mae 2-2978 
Free. 
Sailing Club 
Do you know how to sail or want to learn? Join 
the Saii-no Club. For more into. Call Man at 
2-1B57 
Sailing Club 
Graphic Design & 
VCT majors: 
Get practical hands-on 




being accepted for 
Spring '95. Visit the 
Student Employment 
Office. 450 Student 






FREE PIZZA from Papa Johns 
Free Pizza from Papa Johns 
Corns donate your blood at the 
Bcodmobsa in the N.E. Commons 
from 10 30-4 30 this week"! 
I PC CLUB IPCCLUBIPC CLUB 
LAST IPC CLUB masting ol Ins semester 
tonlgMI 
7:30 pm 103 BA 
Dr. Tom Arssrsmsysr will speak on 
consult^1 
IPC CLUB IPC CLUB IPC CLUB 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Members and New initiate s 
Initiation Thurs. Nov. 17*17:30 
Alumni Room, Union 
Topic: Teacher Survival 
LISTEN TO WINI 
Lilian to WFAL tor your 
chance to win Dckots to 
sss OVER THE RHINE in Toledo i 
WFAL AM 880 
SOEC SCEC see C SC EC 8CEC 
The Student Council tor Exceptional Children 
welcomes Or. Les Stsrnbsrg, Dean ol the Col- 
lege ol Educational $ Allied Professions. 
November 20 at 8.-00 In 115 Education. TOPIC: 
Prslinguistk: <^>mmunlea»on Skill Develop- 
ment tor children with profound disabilities 
SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC 
Strength Is Beautiful!! 
Join Womyn tor Womyn 
on Saturday, Nov. 1» 
from 9:30am to 2 30 pm 
in the les Arena Lounge 
tor a workshop on 
SELF-DEFENSE 
techniques A strategies 
Bring a bag lunch A 
learn how to "bag" attackersi 
THE LESBIAN ANOGAY ALLIANCE 
LAGA doss not counsel but can refer to coun- 
selors  LAGA'a concerns are educating and 
supporting the homosexual community. 
LAGA meetings are tonight at 8 30 ai the 
United Christian Fellowship Centsr. 
The UCF is located on me corner of Thurstin 
and Ridgs. nsar MacOonald West. Everyone 
welcome! 
352 LAGA  LESBIAN AND GAV-352 IAGA 
'INFORMATION LINE' 
Mondays, Wednesdays. Fridays 
7 00pm 10 10 OOpm 
Womyn tor Womyn 
Meets Monday. No. 22 
at 9pm in the UCF Center 
Corns help Ratl planning 
tor our hoi may party 
and next semester 
CITY EVENTS 
Baseball Card Show 
Pemberville American Legmn Hall 
Sunday. Nov. 20.10:00 • 4 00 
Free Admission 
RIDES 
I need a ride c Cincinnati 
this weekend. 11/18. WM pay $111 
Call Beth at 352-5210 ASAP 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? We can help 
Free A confidential pregnancy tests. 
support and kitorrnaoon. 
BG Pregnancy Center. 
Call 354 HOPE. 
PERSONALS 
UN-FALCON- BE UEVABLE 
Leave the Pack Behind 
Explore the benefits of omong 
with the serf-help ops Visit the 
U n on Foyer between 10-2 
or lice at the Well. 220 
Health Center. 
College of Musical Arts at BGSU presents 
BAND-O-RAMA 
Bruce Moss, Mark S. Kelly & Thomas Rohrer, conducting 
Fall Wind Ensemble 
Fall Concert Band 
Falcon Marching Band 
Sunday, November 20 • 4 PM • Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center • College of Musical Arts 
GENERAL ADMISSION: 
$6 adults & $3 students/senior citizens 
Tickets on sale through College Band 
k members and the Center Box Office, 
call 372-8171 or 800/589-2224. 
Trying B Call it Quits? 
Attsnd s quit smoking program 
in 220 Health Comer on 
Thursday. Nov. 17 at 4:30 pm 
FREE I 
For more mto: Cal 2-8302 
■BirrzEN' 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY A SATURDAY 
AT OA HERS 
BAND STARTS AT 10PM 
PLUS 
MICHIGAN VS. OHIO STATE 
FOOTBALL BASH 
SATURDAY • NOON TIL'S 
FREE FOOD 1 DRINK SPECIALS 
-SO PRO" 
Don! forgot we have a meeting 
on Thursday, Nov. 17 In Room 
102 BA. Guest speaker: Martha 
Pashott ol Roman Wilson Peshofl, 
he. ALL MAJORS WE LCOMEI 
 "BO PRO"  
Be a positive part of our campus and 
kWl STEP 1111 Applications now available 
in 310 Student Service t Deadline Nov. 22 
Call 2-2130. 
Bnng your friends A enjoy BG's only (beside 
dnngi Daily Bullet 11-0. Home ol BG's Best 
Breadsocks. VOTED Wood Co. Best Soup A 
Salad l Pagliai's. 845 S. Mam' 352-7571 
FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST 
Join us in taking action against HUNGER A 
POVERTY thru the annual FAST FOR A 
WORLD HARVEST CAMPAIGN. Donations 
collected in Ins Union Oval all week. 11am • 
s 3pm. Skip a meal and donate the money to 
Harvest Fund Day ot faspng Nov. 17.  
GUAM WOODSTOCKE R 
seeks grad. student "SEAN" 
from Cincinnati. Lost you at 
Woodstock. Continue BORA BORA 
Please write 
Cindy 
P.O. Box 26377 
GMF.GUAM.Mg21 
II anyone knows BRAD MIEHLS and where he 
is at (tele () please call KATIE at 354-1226. 
He graduated this past August, dnves a red 
Mustang and is from a very, very small town in 
Ohio. I was m his Physics class over the sum- 
mer and I need to talk to him. Please, il you 
know anything, call me ASAP. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEWS A 
WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL • NOV. 
17; MEN'S A WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD - 
NOV. 30. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130 
FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 400 
PX. ON DUE DATE. 
LISTEN TO WINI 
Listen to WFAL tor your 
chance to win bckets to 
sss OVER THE RHINE in Toledo i 
WFALAM6S0 
M.T.MUGGS 
Man: All U Can Eai Spaghetti wr garlic toast 
HM 
Tues: 25 cent Tacos 
Wed: Pins snd Pitcher $5 00 
Thurs: Soup A Sub IS.SSFn: 25 osni hotdogs. 
2 slices ol pizza 50cents 
Sal: Lasagne w/garlic toast or salad $4.50 
Sun: Steak Special (7.00 
M.T.MUGGS 
Need experience m public relations, advertis- 
ing or teaching? STEP 1 is tor YOUI Applica- 
tions available in 310 Student Services Dead 
line is November 22. Cal 2 2130.  
POVERTY AND HUNGER- 
IT CANT GO ON LIKE THIS 
Joel us Thursday. Nov. 17 
5 15 InterdenominatxxiaJ Prayer Service 
6:00 Hunger Banquet 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin 
RSVP 352-7555 
STEP 1 may bs Ihs sludsnl group tor you I 
Applications available in 310 Student Services. 
Deadline  is November 22. Call 2-2130 tor 
INFO. 
Strength leBeeutllull 
Join Womyn tor Womyn 
on Saturday Nov. 1B 
from 0:30am • 2 30pm 
in the les Arena Lounge 
tor s works hoe on 
SELF-DEFENSE 
techniques A strassglss 
Bnng | bag lunch A 
learn how c "Bag" attackers I 
The Orsst American 3 moke-Out'G 
Thurs. Nov. 17 
Pick up Survival Mb) 
In Union Foyer from 10-2 
on Wadrvj sday or Thursday 
sponsored by The Well 
Student Health Center 
marrrmsmassirr 
A Hunger Banquet Is a dramatizaoon of she 
inequitable distribution of resources around the 
globs Join us at SL Thomas Mora Parish. 425 
Thurstin. 6:00 pm Thurs.. Nov. 17. RSVP 
352-7555 
WANTED 
An Exciting and Memorable Afternoon of Band Music. 
1 lemals roommate ft) share Columbian 
Courts apt. tor lal semester Own room, 
reasonable rent. Call 353-3815. 
1 rmmte . own room or 2 rmmt.es willing to 
snare large bdrm. in 2 story house across from 
campus Cal Kriism 353-5785 
1-4 Sublessors needed tor Spring Sem. v5 
Low rent, doss lo campus i 
Cal Michelle at 353-7126 
2 sublessors needed tor Spnng Semester 
2 bedroom apartment dose D campus. 
Call: 353 5072 
2-4 sublessors noodedil 
2 bdrm. sparfmont Lob) of space 
Near campus, available tor summer. 
t420/mo. . gas Call 354-1145 
Leave message. 
Desperately needed1 
3 tickets to Dec Graduation 
Will pay S10 each 
Please call 1-663-5168 
Female roommate 3 bdrms, 
2 full baths, rsnt negotiable 
Call 353-3717 or (418) 833-8851 
Female Subleaser needed lor Spr. Sem. in 
Univ. Village Vary nics. dean A quiet 
$i60/mo .uPl Call ASAP 354-1619. Sandra 
Female subleaser needed lor Spnng. 
5th Si., own room. S225/mo. ♦ else. 
Please call Sarah at 353-3004. 
Female Subleaser needed. Spring '85 Semes- 
terVery clean and dose to campus1 
Please Call 3545310 
Female Subleaser 
For Fo» Run Apts 
Nonsmoking 3520706 
Female Subleaser Needed 
For Spnng Semester 
Female Roommate 
Clean A Quiet 
Close to Campus 
Call ASAP 
3528257 ask tor Emily 
Rmte needed tor a 1 bsdrm 7th A S. College 
apL Will shars room w/other male Split uul. 
Call Chris or leave message 372 1913. 
Sublease my 1 bedroom apartment 
All ID yourself or with a friend cheap* 
S280/mo. lor Spring Semester. 
Call 354-1184 
Sublease Spring 'M 
1 bdrm. apt 
CM 353-1834 
Subleaser Needed lor Sprmgsi 
$150/mo: Will have own bedroom 
Call Cassandra 352-8414 
Subktassr needed tor Spring A Summer '85 
$280 00 mon. . uW. 
-Furnished efiaency 
•across from campus 
II interested, call 3540157 
SUBLEASE RS NEEDED: 
FOR SPRING SEM 95 
2 PERSON APT. CLOSE TOCAMPUS 
300/MO. UTILITIES INC. CALL 354-8080 
Wanted: Female Subleaser 
Spring 85 Semester 
Call Julie ai 352-8160 
Please leave message 
andtor 
Wanted: 2 December Graduation 
Tickets Will pay $10 Each 
Call Julie at352-8i60 
HELP WANTED 
$ 1500 wkly. mailing our drcularsl 
No experience required! Begin Nowl 
For into, call 202-288-8935 
" Toledo Account Executive' 
The BG News is looking to hire 
a Toledo Account Executive. This 
person would bs responsible to: 
'CulDvate New Accounts 
•Help.ng service exjsiting accounts 
'Set A reacn monthly goals 
■Work20hn)aweek 
You must bs s hard working, enthusiastic indi- 
vidual who wants to GET A HEAD START) 
Musi have own car A fleuble cam schedule 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT 
Students Nsededi Fishing Industry. 
Earn up  toJJ.OOO-ts.ooo  plus per month. 
Room and board' Transportation! Male or Fe- 
male.    No   experience    necesssry.   Call 
(208)545-41550x1. A55442.  
ATTENTION CS/MIS MAJORS Imereeted In 
Columbus ares co-ops. Sign up deadline 
tar Natlonwlds'a Summer 1885 Internship Is 
November 22. Also CompuServe needs 
students lor 188S positions. Call 372-2451 
or slop by tits Co-op Office In 238 Admlnls- 
t ration. 
Christmas Positions Availabls 
Weekend Santa $5 00/hr. 
Occasional Woody Bear $5 00/hr 
Apply at Woodland Mall Office 




EARN SOME EXTRA CASH! 
The holidays are right around the corner So 
corns to EBSCO Teiemarkeing Ws give you: 
valuable experience, a weekly paycheck, tie 
flexibility to make your own schsduls. Perfect 
tor housewives, retirees. snd students! 
Be a pan of one of the fastest growing telemar- 
keting firms in the U.S. Come in snd apply at 
113 N. Main St. after 4p.m. or ask tor John at 
353-6662. 
SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB 
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS 
Student Painters is looking tor Bowling Gresn 
students who nave whst it takes to run their 
own business Gain valuable sxpsiisnos, 
receive colege credit, and have a great re- 
sume builder. Average summer earnings be- 
tween $8,000-10.000. Msnagsmsnl positions 
available in all Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Can- 
Ion. For additional information call Man 
Schsrsr # 1 -800-543-3792. 
Tutor Wanted Immediately tor Organic Chem- 
istry 306. Mon. thru Thurs. 1 hour in evenings. 
»Vhr Musi be ousted 
Call Scon at 3547400 
PARTICIPATE IN THE FAST TOR WORLD HARVEST 
 Qy going wlthour food oo November 17m. I offlrm my asmmUmenr to o 
more equol shorir»g of the world's harvest. I pledge $ ro the hunger fund. J 
_Ves, I would like ro porrtdpoi* In the Prayer Service ond Hunger Conquer 
on Thursday. November l7rhsfomng of 5:15 p.m. 
Name_ 
Address. 
Phone No _ 
lnie<nationai ManageTieni ConsulDng Com- 
pany needs someone to sel appomtiTtertt> tor 
Senior Business analysts Pay is 8 00/hr. plus 
performance bonus Person can sel own noun 
between 8.00am to 5:00pm. Please call 
352 6531 to set apponiment for interview 
INTERNSHIPS AVAIUBLEI 
Gain    valuable    PR/Journalism   experience 
working in BG schools   Call Gary Evans at 
352-3576 e»t. 310 for more mformapon  
Job Available 
Looking tor experienced Macintosh-oriented 
person seeking to work with a growing interac- 
tive training company. You need to be profi- 
cient with databasing concepts and want the 
opportunity to join an active creative team by 
organizing graphics, vxleo and other produc- 
tion elements tor a Large-scale interactive 
project involving a Fortune 900 campnay 
Send resume to: 
l5tN.Mch.gan Suite 225 
Toledo, OH 43824 
National Pa i* Jotoe 
Over 25,000 openings) 
(including hotel staff, tour guides, ate ) 
Benefits plus bonuses* 
Apply now for best positons. 
Call 1 206-545-4804 ext N55442 
NFO RESEARCH. INC 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
Would you be interested in working tor and 
growing win one  of  the  largest  marketing 
research firms m the country? 
NFO gathers information and opinions about a 
variety of consumer products and services We 
conduct computer assisted telephone inter- 
views speaking with NFO panelists nationwide. 
There is absolutely no selling involved1 
NFO offers telephone interviewers: 
'Starting wage ol $5.25 per hour 'Benefits 
'Flexible evening & weekend shifts 'Weekend 
shift differential 'Pay lor performance Incen- 
tives 'Advancement opportunities 
We are 20 miles north nghl of 1-75 at 2700 
Oregon Road in Nor tnwcod tor information and 
to complete an employment appi-canon 
NfORESEARCH.INC 
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
Our company is looking for -ndivtduals who 
want to gam management experience next 
summer. Earn $6.000-$10.000 per summer. 
The early bird gets the worm i -800-887-1960. 
Run your own business 
College Pro Painters 
U.S. LTD' 
Outlets available 
Akron. Cleveland, Columbus. Canton 
Contact John: 352-3245 
Work 10-20 hours per week administering 
telephone survey's to students Help needed 
for the next 2 weeks. Flexible hours On cam- 
pus Start immediately. Call 372-0430 for more 
informaDon. 
FOR SALE 
• 1 Awssomsl 
Spnng Break Early Specials! Panama City 
Oceanview Room With Kitchen & Free Bus To 
Bars $129! Oaytona (Kitchsns) 1-591 Cocoa 
Beach SI 59' Key Wesl »229  l 80O-67B 6386 
81 Awssome Spnng Breakl 
Early Sign up Speoals> Bahamas Party Cruse 
6 Days t279> Includes 12 Meals & 6 Panes' 
Cancun a Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus! 
1 800-676-6386  
'84 Nissan Pulsar 
Excesent condition 
$' 500 0 bo CaU 354-641 0 
'87 Chevy Spectrum 
63.000 miles. AC/AulomsSc/AM-FM 
*2400 -372-717S. 
93 MT SHASTA GT Serengeo. 21 gears. Toe 
clips. H20 holder. Tioga Power Studs. Hunter 
Green Excsllsni lor any weather. $350 o.bo. 
Call 3S4-S444 
1 dorm size refrig ■ GE While #35 OflO 
1  TurbograTs game system golf b-ball $50 
OBOPIease call Marc 3S3-S14S 
87 Chevy Cavalier 4 dr. Auto. p.s.. p b., 12S k 
miles, no rust, well maintained Runs (great 
$1900.3722933 dsy or 352-6879 eve. 
DEMON HOME: 6-discCD player 
DEMON CAR (2] DC A 600 Amps. 
11) 9770 CD player. Polk Audio 81/2. 
end component 41/2- r speakers. 
Less than a year old. 
Computer Desk ■ $20 
Call 353 0661 
For Sale Country Crafts by J.L. 
Design your own - sampwa available 
Contact 372-3849 il mlsreeled. prices « i vary. 
FOR SALE: SPsNET-CONSOLE PIANO 
Warned. responseHs parry to make low 
monthly payments. See locally. 
Call: 1-600-327-3345 
Gsmeinhardt flute. 2sp'ssnss. 
Excel lent condirxw 
Call 288-2753 
MACINTOSH Computer Complsls syslsm 
including printer only $500. 
Call Chris at800-289-5885 
Murray 18 spd Mountsin Bias 
L*S Now $100 060 
Csll 354-5100 
New RCA VCR $200 
SONY CD Player $7S 
Csll Mara al 354-7512 
Ovation Celebrity Guitar w/ 
hard she: case Brown burst face, 
perfect conditidn. 
$350 Cal 352-3191. 
Suepended 2 bed loft tor sale 
Dark gresn w'painted daisy flowers. 
Great for sny dorm room. 
Lots ol personality. Call 353-1337. 
$200 060 
FOR RENT 
353-0325 •Cany Rentals 
Subleasing available 2nd Semester. 
Close to campus. Call today' 
Cany Rentals * Houses & Apt. Listings 
Now available lor school year 95-98 
Call 353-0325 or pick up lisDng 
atoflice:316E Merry S3 
For RENT 2 BDRM Apt 
Avertable for spring/summer 95 
1 block to campus. Free parking 
$425/month A electricity 
Call 353-9920 
Subleaser for Spnng 95 
Own Bedroom Cable and urn 
AII$16S/mo 353-5145 
SUBLEASER NEEDED 
Starting December 19 
315N Main.veryclaan. 
1 bedroom apartment. 
-- 352-0214 -- 
WE USE ONLY 
PUR TIED 
WHIR 
i id North Main  Bowling Green 
Branch Manager 
Arthur Victor Painting. Inc., a 
loading residential painting 
company, seeks results oriented 
individuals tor summer '95 
positions In Kent, Akron, 
Columbus, Cincinnati, and Dayton. 
Qualified candidates will have 
strong interpersonal skills. 
demonstrable leadership abilities, 
and effective 
planning/organizational skills. 
Previous management or 
supervisory experience helpful. 
We offer competitive 
compensation, comprehensive 
small business management 
training, and resume building 
experience. Internships possible 
for qualifying majors. 
For more Information phone 1- 
800-775-4745 or forward resume 
to: 28115 Little Mack 
St. Clair Shores. Ml 48081 
ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING, INC. 
Learn To Play Pool!!! 
Nov. 28 or 29 from 7-9pm 
Buckeye Room of The Union 
Only $3 per Person to learn 
the basics of pool. Two 
separate sessions, one 
Monday & one Tuesday. Sign up in the UAO 
office Nov. 17-28 or just come in. 
Call 2-2343 for details 
UAO Billiards Tournament 
Dec. 3 at 12:00p.m.    Q: 
! 
One More Week Until 
TURKEY DAY 
Send dononoos to STM HARVEST WHO e 425 Thursrln Ave. • O.G.. OH 43402 
